NMRA, MCR, DIVISION 3 CONTESTS
Information Sheet for Models

Please Print

ID:___________

For each category of the Contest below, please provide information about your
modeling efforts as it relates to that category and you model. This is an opportunity to
explain and expand on your model. Tell us what you have done.
CATEGORY TYPE:
X Scratch-Built
CONSTRUCTION:
X Wood
O Drew own plans

Please check one.

O Kit-Bashed

O Craftsman Kit

O Standard Kit

Please check all that apply.

O Plastic
x Used plans

X Combination of different materials
x Cut & fit materials
O Made molds

Please list any additional information that you would like us to know about constructing this model.

A wood body was constructed to support printed car sides from the NMRA Bulletin in in
1972.
The underframe was milled from a single piece of wood on a radial arm saw.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Please check all that apply.

X Added extra details
O Made own details
O Over three extra details added
O Changed trucks/wheels
O Changed couplers
Please list any additional information that we should know about what you did to detail this model

Commercial castings were used for the hatches, brake cylinder and brake wheel. The brake
wheel staff was cut from piano wire, all of the airline plumbing and levers were scratch built.
The truss rods were made using monofilament all of the grab irons and steps were scratch built
from wire and staples. Commercial siding was used for the car ends and the trim. The trucks
and couplers are commercial items.
Please check all that apply.
FINISH AND LETTERING:
X Weathered
O Non-weathered
O Spray painted
X Brush painted
O Put on decals
O Photo reduction
O Photo etching
Please list any additional information that we should know about what you did to enhance the finish and
lettering of this model.

The NMRA printed cardstock sides in many of the December issues of the Monthly publication call the NMRA
Bulletin. There were at least 7 or 8. This is the only one I have completed although I had planned to build several
and have at least one more body shell constructed, with no details.
I followed the plans published in the first issue of the Bulletin containing the car sides. The car was probably
constructed in the early 1980’s.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

